
How to Play:

1. Seat everyone participating in the 
gift exchange game in a circle.

2. Each person should be holding 
their gift in their lap.

3. Instruct the participants that you 
are going to read a Disney 
Christmas story and when you say 
the words “LEFT” or “RIGHT” 
they should pass their gifts to the 
person on the left or right 
depending on the word you say.

4. Read the story and watch the fun!



RIGHT before Christmas, Mickey was determined to 
find the RIGHT presents for his friends.  He headed 
LEFT on Main Street to his favorite shop in town.  
He walked RIGHT in and greeted the shopkeeper 
Mr. LEFT-hausen.  Hi-ya Mr. LEFT-hausen, do you 
have any pink Candy Canes LEFT?  No, they didn’t 
get my order RIGHT this year.  The only thing LEFT 
are these blue ones.  Would that work all RIGHT for 
you?

Mickey knew that would be just RIGHT for Donald 
Duck.  Donald loves blue and Donald loves candy!
RIGHT after Donald, on his list, Mickey was on the 
hunt for the RIGHT gift for Goofy!  Mickey looked 
LEFT and saw a LEFT-handed fishing pole.  Mickey 
knew that was RIGHT up Goofy’s alley.

He checked RIGHT out and headed LEFT down the 
street to the Pet Shop.  Next was his RIGHT old pal 
Pluto!  What would be the RIGHT thing for him?  
Maybe some candy?  No, that’s not all RIGHT for 
dogs.  Then he spotted the huge display to his LEFT.  
The perfect dog bone.  Just one LEFT.  He snatched 
it RIGHT up and headed RIGHT to the cashier.  



Next up was Daisy.  He knew this was not going to be 
the RIGHT store for her!  He headed LEFT, then 
RIGHT, then LEFT, and LEFT once more to the 
flower shop.  He walked RIGHT in and asked the 
shopkeeper, “Can I see that one RIGHT there?”  It 
was a purple and yellow bouquet! Just RIGHT!

Minnie was the last one on the list.  Mickey headed 
over to the Just RIGHT Jewelry on LEFT street.  As 
he wandered that way he ran into Mrs. LEFT-inson, 
Mr. LEFT-olver, Mrs. LEFT-ington, and the RIGHT-
son family.  Holiday Times are the best times!  

He walked in and looked LEFT, and LEFT again, 
and RIGHT, and LEFT once more.  Finally in the 
huge upRIGHT display he saw just the RIGHT thing.  
A beautiful bracelet that would look perfect on 
Minnie’s LEFT arm.

Mickey was happy he found the RIGHT presents for 
all his friends, now I hope he found the RIGHT 
present for you too!
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